
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of cib-transaction processing supervisor. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for cib-transaction processing supervisor

Prepare the daily MIS report of the day’s activities and communicate to the
management team
Manage attendance, punctuality, production and quality performance of the
team
Identify Risks, Exceptions and come-up with appropriate controls
Act as an agent for change and work towards continues improvement of
Process, Procedures and Systems that will result in overall Productivity and
Quality improvement
Complete all assigned special projects/tasks, accurately within the specified
time frames
Will be supporting the US Payments during the US Cut off hours, hence will
be working in a complete US shift
Understanding of day to day workload distribution and ensuring that all
requests are completed within established SLAs
Fully understand functions and procedures to process exception queues on
all GFM messaging platforms
Utilise all the available Investigation tools prior to routing messages to the
LOB’s to ensure first time quality
Timely escalation to a line manager if unable to handle any messaging or
client query

Example of CIB-Transaction Processing Supervisor Job
Description
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3-5 years experience in Banking Operations or Financial services operations
(Prior experience and knowledge of compliance /sanctions screening is a plus)
Working knowledge of SWIFTS & international payment conventions is a must
Must possess good interpersonal, time management, written and verbal
communication skills
Flexible to work in shifts (Day/Night) and on the weekends as per Business
requirement
Actively engages team member, works directly with individuals and grows
and develops talent
Relevant product knowledge on Fixed Income, Money Market, FX & IRS
preferred


